How do you feel about the current state of poker in the
United States?(choose all that apply)
Poker is as popular as it has ever been and
continues to grow.
Poker has reached its peak and is now on a
plateau, and will soon decline.
Poker’s popularity has been on a decline in the
U.S. since Black Friday shut down the leading
online poker sites.
Other

Do you believe the federal and/or state governments
should allow licensed, regulated online poker?
Yes
No

Why do you believe more states have not licensed and
regulated online poker? (choose all that apply)
Elected officials have misconceptions about
online poker
Elected officials don't feel the issue is
important
There is not enough money generated
through online poker
Poker players do not care enough about the
issue
Poker players are not organized enough
Not enough money is going towards lobbying
Gambling industry is not working together
and funding the fight.
Arguments/approach for legalizing online
poker are wrong
Other

What are you willing to do help legalize online poker in
your state? (choose all that apply)
Contact my elected officials (email, phone,
social media)
Visit my elected officials
Write a letter to the editor of a local paper
Help organize other local poker supporters
Donate money to the PPA
Nothing
Other

What are your expectations of the PPA?
(choose all that apply)
Alert poker players when their voice is needed
to address relevant legislation
Coordinate lobbying at the state and federal
level
Provide legal support and resources to poker
players
Ensure a fair and honest game for online and
live poker players
Represent the voice of poker players in the
media and government hearings
Advocate for licensed and regulated online
poker in the United States where not available
Advocate for legalizing live poker in the
United States where not available
Spread awareness about the PPA among the
general public and poker players
Be funded by poker players
Be funded by industry
Other

PPA’s mission is to help poker players effectively
engage with their elected officials on relevant
legislation and be a representative voice in government,
do you believe the PPA is doing a good job?
Yes
No

Would you support online gambling / daily fantasy
sports / sports betting legislation if it included online
poker?
Yes
No

Should PPA expand their mission to include supporting
online gambling / daily fantasy sports / sports betting
legislation?
Yes
No

Join the Fight for Poker
Subscribe to the PPA

